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Abstract—Achieving high quality clustering is one of the
most well-known problems in data mining. k-means is by far
the most commonly used clustering algorithm. It converges
fairly quickly, but achieving a good solution is not guaranteed.
The clustering quality is highly dependent on the selection of
the initial centroid selections. Moreover, when the number of
clusters increases, it starts to suffer from ”empty clustering”.
The motivation in this study is two-fold. We not only aim at
improving the k-means clustering quality, but at the same time
not being effected by the empty cluster issue. For achieving
this purpose, we developed a hybrid model, H(EC)2S, Hy-
brid Evolutionary Clustering with Empty Clustering Solution.
Firstly, it selects representative points to eliminate Empty
Clustering problem. Then, the hybrid algorithm uses only
these points during centroid selection. The proposed model
combines Fireworks and Cuckoo-search based evolutionary
algorithm with some centroid-calculation heuristics. The model
is implemented using a Hadoop Mapreduce algorithm for
achieving scalability when faced with a Big Data clustering
problem. The advantages of the developed model is particularly
attractive when the amount, dimensionality and number of
cluster parameters tend to increase. The results indicate that
considerable clustering quality performance improvement is
achieved using the proposed model.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Even though k-means is not the best performing data

clustering algorithm, it is still by far the most widely-

used one due to its simplicity, scalability and convergence

speed. However, depending on the initial starting centroid

points, significantly different results can be obtained, so the

algorithm is highly sensitive to its random centroid selection.

Meanwhile there is also another notable problem with k-

means algorithm. When the number of cluster formations in-

crease, the possibility of obtaining empty clusters (locations

that do not have any data points associated with the clusters)

also increases at each iteration. This becomes an unavoidable

issue when k >> 1. This issue was not addressed thoroughly

in most of the studies.

In this study we not only aim to improve the clustering

quality of k-means, but also provide a methodology that can

overcome ”empty clustering” problem without jeopardizing

the convergence speed, so the proposed model could be used

for all clustering problems regardless of the number of data

points, number of data dimensions and number of clusters.

We achieved this by using an initial centroid selection

algorithm based on a hybrid model that is a combination

of evolutionary algorithms (Fireworks and Cuckoo search)

and some additional heuristics.

The rest of this paper is as follows. After this brief

introduction, we provide the literature review which included

previous work performeds on k-means performance and

quality improvement in Section II. Section III has the model

description. In Section IV, we show the performance of

our algorithm by providing charts for clustering quality

improvement compared with the standard k-means and other

modified models in the literature. We have the conclusion

in the last section.

II. LITERATURE REVIEW

Because of its simplicity and applicability k-means [1]

is the most widely used algorithm to cluster data. There are

some studies implemented on optimizing different objectives

of k-means algorithm such as Euclidean k-medians [2], [3]

and geometric k-center [4]. Minimization of the sum of

distances to the nearest center is the goal for Euclidean k-

medians, and minimization of the maximum distance from

every point to its nearest center is the one for geometric

k-center version. Another research was done to seek a

better objective function of k-means [5]. Although there are

different versions of k-means that might have advantages,

parallelization of algorithm in a single machine resulted in

significant performance improvement [6], [7]. Achieving the

parallelization over multiple machines results in even better

improvements. The framework MapReduce [8], [9] provides

significant improvements to scalable algorithms.

There has been several studies for clustering large scale

data on distributed systems in parallel on Hadoop [10]. One

such approach is Haloop [11], which is a modified version

of the Hadoop making the task scheduler loop-aware and

by adding various caching mechanisms. Another approach
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to cluster data in a distributed system was using Apache

Mahout library [12]. Moreover, clustering of big data can

be done on cloud also. In [13], the tests were running on

Amazon EC2 instances and the comparisons were made to

realize the gain between the nodes. Esteves et al. made

comparisons over k-means and fuzzy c-means for clustering

Wikipedia large scale data set [14]. Both in [14] and [13],

the authors used Apache Mahout for clustering data.

Fireworks algorithm, which was inspired by observing

fireworks explosion, is a recent meta-heuristic that was pro-

posed by Tan et al [15]. Authors showed that it outperforms

Standard PSO and Clonal PSO in experiments. Enhanced

Fireworks Algorithm is the improved version of the Fire-

works algorithm [16], which we used in our model. Cuckoo

search is another meta-heuristic that was proposed recently

by Yang et al. [16], which was inspired by obligate brood

parasitic behavior of some cuckoo species in combination

with the Levy flight behavior of some birds and fruit flies.

III. PROPOSED MODEL

Our model, H(EC)2S, Hybrid Evolutionary Clustering

with Empty Clustering Solution, consists of 4 parts: Rep-

resentative Construction (RC) part, Enhanced Fireworks

algorithm for Clustering (EFC) part, Cuckoo Search for

Clustering (CSC) part and k-means part. Firstly, instance

reduction is done to select representatives for existing data.

This part does the main job to eliminate Empty Clustering

problem, because in latter parts, the centroids are selected

among representative points only. Secondly, in EFC part,

the solution space is searched using Enhanced Fireworks

algorithm. Thirdly, in CSC part, we construct new solutions

and based on Cuckoo Search algorithm, place solutions to

”host nests”. Finally, we pass the selected best firework to

the k-means and converge. The pseudo-code of the proposed

model is given in Algorithm 2. Some notations used in this

paper are given in Table I.

A. RC part

The main purpose of RC part is to select ”representative”

instances among data which eliminate the instance count

significantly. The important point is that, in RC part we can

detect outliers and eliminate them also. Algorithm 1 shows

the pseudo-code of PC-part. Lines 3-8 show the process

of discretizing the values to find how many distinct data

point there are at each dimension. Here si[j] denotes the

jth dimension value of ith data point. Equation 6 maps

each data point to a representative value, where mini and

maxi represent min and max elements at ith dimension

respectively. To do this, it divides dimension range into Fi

and finds in which portion the data is. Lines 9-13 find the

representative values rV alue for each data point. Lines 13-

16 show the elimination part of representatives. That is, if the

number of belonging data points are less than the specified

threshold, co, then the data points can be considered as

outliers and representative can be deleted. Else, we find the

average of all its belonging data points in each dimension

and update representative value. Finally, lines-17-20 show

the case where the number of representative values do not fit

into the memory, they are more than predefined threshold.

In this case we either select another f function which is

”more” decreasing or increase cf or do both.

Algorithm 1 shows the main intuition behind RC part,

which can easily converted to MapReduce algorithm. That

is, first we calculate distinct values in Mapper and send them

to Reducers so that it can combine all distinct values in

each dimension. Secondly, in Mapper we find each point’s

representative and send it to Reducer with the point itself.

Reducer gets the representative and its points and calculates

the average of the points.

Algorithm 1 RC-Part

Input: si ∈ S data points

1: Let Hk be the HashMap related with kth dimension

of data points, where k = {1, 2...cd}
2: Ak be a vector, denoting the count of distinct values

in kth dimension, where k = {1, 2...cd}
3: for all si ∈ S do:

4: for j = 1 to cd do:

5: xi[j]← Round si[j] to cf decimal places.

6: Put Hj a new entry with key=xi, value=1. If already

exists, increment value.

7: Ai ←
∑

ej∈Hi

ej .value, ∀(i = {1, 2, ...cd})
8: Fi ← f(Ai)∀(i = {1, 2, ...cd})
9: for all si ∈ S do:

10: Compute rIDk k = 1, 2, ..cd using Equation 6

11: Rid ← Rid ∪ rID
12: D(rID) ← D(rID) ∪ si

13: for all rIDi ∈ Rid do:

14: if ||D(rIDi)|| ≤ co then
15: Data points belonging to representative rIDi are

outliers, so eliminate rIDi

16: else rV alueki ←
∑

sj∈D(rIDi)

sj [k]

||D(rIDi)
|| , ∀k = 1, 2, ...cd

17: if representatives are higher than predefined threshold

(do not fit in memory) then
18: f()← f(f())
19: Increase cf
20: Restart algorithm

B. EFC part

In this part, we use Enhanced Firework Algorithm (EFW)

to search the solution space for ”good” initial points. Ini-

tially, the model starts with random solution, converts it to

representative using Equation 6 and calculates amplitude

and and sparks locations. The sj [i] represents ith dimension
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Table I
NOTATIONS.

rIDk
i ∈

Rid

The ID of ith representative data point, possibly int
values denoting the range index, where k denotes
dimension

rV alueki ∈
Rvalue

The actual value of ith representative data point,
where k denotes dimension

f : R → R Decreasing function from real numbers to real num-
bers

cf Constant denoting how many decimal places should
data be rounded

maxd Maximum data point in dth dimension

mind Minimum data point in dth dimension

Ni Number of distinct data points in ith dimension

Fi Number of distinct data points in ith dimension after
applying f function to Ni

cd Dimension size of a data point
co Threshold value for ”representative” values to be

used in outlier detection.
D(rID) or
D(rV alue)

Set of belonging data points to representative rID
or rV alue

E[i][j][n][k] Similarity matrix, that shows the shared data points
count between ith firework’s jth cluster and nth

firework’s kth cluster

fwj
i ∈ F Firework (a possible solution) of index i in set F ,

where k is the centroid of firework.
K Number of clusters

Algorithm 2 H(EC)2S

1: Run RC part

2: for t = 1 to itermax do:

3: Run EFC

4: Run CSC

5: Run k-means with the best firework

value for some sj ∈ S, mini and maxi are minimum

and maximum values in ith dimension. After that, while

computing their fitness values, it also derives 4 dimensional

similarity matrix E. The important point is that, we use

the reduced data set with only representatives for selecting

centroids, Rvalue, derived in RC part. Then, we find the

amplitude and spark sizes in each dimension of firework

and update fireworks. After updating, we convert them to

representative values with Equation 6. The pseudo-code for

this part is given in Algorithm 3.

The construction of firework fw as a solution is done

via concatenating the k centroids. That is, because we

seek a solution of k centroids to cluster data, we represent

the solution, fw, as a combination of k cluster centroids.

Equation 1 controls the Ak
min, the amplitude of firework. It

starts with a higher value initially to explore the solution

space and diminishes gradually. Here t refers the number of

function evaluation at the beginning of the current iteration,

and evalsmax is the maximum number of evaluations. Ainit

and Afinal are the initial and final minimum explosion

amplitude, respectively. Equation 2 controls the amplitude

so that it does not become too small. Equation 3 calcu-

lates the value of amplitude, where g is fitness function,

ymax = max(g(Xi)) and ymin = min(g(Xi)) are the two

constants to control the explosion amplitude and the number

of explosion sparks, respectively, and ε is the machine

epsilon. Equation 4 calculates the number of sparks.

Algorithm 3 EFC-part

1: Initialize random fireworks fwi ∈ F
2: Calculate fitness of each firework fti ∈ FT using

Equation 5, where M is positive constant, sji is jth

dimension value of si and cj is jth centroid which

sji belong to. While doing this, update the value of

E array, such that, if data point belongs to fwk
i and

fwm
j then, E[i][k][j][m]← E[i][k][j][m] + 1

3: Calculate si, the number of explosions for each

firework using Equation 4
4: Calculate Ai for every firework using Equation 3, 2

and 1

5: for all fwi in F do:

6: for j = 1 to si do:

7: ΔXk
i ← round(rand(0, 1))∗Ai∗rand(−1, 1)∀(k),

calculate displacement, where 1 ≤ k ≤ K is cluster

count
8: if Xk

i is out of bounds then
9: Xk

i ← Xk
min + |Xk

i |%(Xk
max −Xk

min)

10: Xk
i ← Xk

i +ΔXk
i ∀(1 ≤ k ≤ K)

11: Perform k-means and update E array

12: Calculate fitness values of fireworks fwi ∈ F using

Equation 5

Ak
min(t) = Ainit − Ainit −Afinal

evalsmax

√
(2 ∗ evalsmax − t)t

(1)

Ak
i =

{
Ak

min if Ak
i < Ak

min,
Ak

i otherwise.
(2)

Ai = Â · g(Xi)− ymin + ε
||F ||∑
i=1

(g(Xi)− ymin) + ε

(3)

si = Me · ymax − g(Xi) + ε∑||F ||
i=1 (gmax − f(Xi)) + ε

(4)

J =

k∑
j=1

n∑
i=1

∥∥∥sji − cj

∥∥∥2

M
(5)

rIDi ← sj [i]−mini

maxi−mini

Fi

∀(i = 1, 2, ...cd) (6)
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C. CSC part

In this part, new fireworks are constructed and joined to

firework set. We use E, 4 dimensional array to construct

new solutions and use Cuckoo Search algorithm to select

fireworks in F to pass to the next generation. To construct

the new fireworks, k different centroids from different fire-

works are found and joined. The important point is that, k
different centroids cannot share any data points, because in

a particle centroids do not have any common data points.

For example, Figure 1 shows the procedure of creating

new firework with k=3 and ||F ||=2. Figure 1(a) and Figure

1(b) are before-after situations of constructing new firework.

In Figure 1(a), one firework is denoted with rectangle and

another with triangle. CSC computes that centroids denoted

with 0− 0 , 1− 1 and 0− 1 do not share any common data

points,where f − k means kth centroid of f th firework. As

a result, the new particle can be created as shown in Figure

1(b) with plus sign. Indeed, if this was a separate particle,

it would have better fitness value than the existing ones.

(a) Before CSC part.

(b) After CSC part.

Figure 1. Demonstration of creation of new particle in SS part.

We use the similarity array E to form a graph consisting

of vertices denoted with centroids and edges having value of

that vertex’s fitness value. Since the similarity array keeps

the sharing data point count between centroids, if the shared

element count is zero, then the corresponding centroids can

be concatenated to form a new firework. As can be seen

from Figure 2, the source node is the double lined circle. It

has ||F || ∗ K child nodes, since that is precisely the total

number of centroids within the firework set. The source node

do not share any points with any of the centroids. As a result,

some path, with the minimum sum of edge values, consisting

of K consecutive nodes is found, where the incoming edge

value of a particular node is its fitness value. Important point

is that, the K consecutive nodes can be anywhere in the

graph, might not necessarily begin from the source node.

To solve this problem, dynamic programming is used and

all possibilities are tried like brute force, but in a ”careful”

way.

DP (k, ckp) = argmin(DP (k−1, nk
p)+fk

p , DP (k, nk
p))∀(nk

p)
(7)

As can be seen from Equation (7), finding the minimum

length k united nodes is implemented recursively, where nk
p

is the child node of ckp . The number of nodes needed and the

current node are the two arguments given to function DP .

Finding the minimum path length consisting of k nodes can

be done by either taking the current node into consideration,

running the same function for the rest of its child nodes with

(k− 1) needed nodes and summing them, or not taking the

current node into the consideration and running the function

with K and all of current node’s child nodes arguments,

and giving the minimum of this results as an output. We

used memoization in order to get the advantages of dynamic

programming. That is, if some value of DP (k, nk
p) = c then

it is stored, and after if it is needed, then the answer is

retrieved in constant time and used.

After finding new solutions we use Cuckoo Search to

place them. The pseudo-code for Cuckoo search is given

in Algorithm 4.

Figure 2. Intuition behind constructing new firework using graph.

IV. EXPERIMENTS

We used two data sets for test our model. First data set,

DS1 [17], is public data set. Second data set, DS2, is the

ATM logs data set, we used for case study. First data set

contains 17389 instances and 16 attributes. DS2 contains 20

million instances consisting of 50 attributes. DS2 contains

the user profile vectors for ATM customers. To construct a

vector, we used the count of the customers’ clicks for each

transaction for a period of time. To test our results, we used

Cloudera’s Hadoop distribution on 5 Intel i5 machines.
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Figure 3. Demonstration of RC part

Algorithm 4 CSC-part

1: Calculate objective functions fobj(fwi)∀fwi ∈ F
with Equation 5.

2: Get ni ∈ N new firework solutions with Equation 7

3: for i = 0 to itermax do
4: Chose random ni

5: Chose random fi
6: if fobj(ni) isbetterthan fobj(fwi) then
7: Replace fwi by ni with some probability

8: Delete pa fraction of F and build new fireworks

randomly.

We used [18], [19], [20] and our model to make compar-

isons. For simplicity, we called them rk-means, ck-means,

FGKA and H(EC)2S respectively. Because the fitness

function, Equation 5, uses minimization objective, the better

clustering quality is achieved with lesser fitness value.

Figure 4 shows the effect of increasing k value to the

models with DS2. Here, the models with lesser fitness values

are better because fitness function’s, Equation 5, objective is

minimization. As can be seen, the standard k-means cannot

survive to k=100 with DS2, because of empty clustering

problem. The same can be said to FGKA algorithm after

k=100 and etc. The reason is that, DS2 data set is very

crowded in specific places and solution space is very large.

That is, most of the users do same operations and dividing

them into k >> 1 clusters is very difficult. The important

thing in H(EC)2S model is that as k value increases, the

gap between other models increases linearly. This is because

of CSC part, in which new solutions are found and placed

into fireworks. So, as k gets bigger, in CSC part, we have

many solutions to select among, one of which can be the

optimum solution as well. Table II shows the numerical

results based on this experiment. Here − sign indicates that

the model could not find the solution because of empty

clustering problem.

Figure 5 shows the dependence between data size and ex-

ecution time implemented on DS1 on Hadoop environment

based on 5 nodes. We simulated the data to increase its

size. Because there are not scalable versions of other models
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v
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u
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k-means

rk-means

ck-means

FGKA

H(EC)2S

Figure 4. Effect of k to fitness function.

Table II
FITNESS VALUES OF DIFFERENT MODELS W.R.T. k VALUE.

k-means rk-means ck-means FGKA H(EC)2S
k=5 1302 1185 955 1060 760
k=100 − 1512 1341 1270 800
k= 200 − − 2007 − 1500
k = 500 − − − − 1698

given in Figure 4, we only considered k-means parallel [21]

and H(EC)2S. It is clear that k-means performs better in

terms of performance time because of its greedy nature.

However, H(EC)2S does not increase exponentially with

respect to k-means. This is because of its scalability.
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Figure 5. Effect of increasing data size to execution time.
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Figure 6. Effect of threshold level co on fitness value.

Figure 6 shows the dependence between co and fitness

function in H(EC)2S model on DS2. Because co is outlier

threshold, based on data set, it can vary. DS2 is very

crowded data set in specific places of solution space. So,
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making outlier threshold bigger, can eliminate the necessary

fireworks too. Therefore, after 1000 the fitness value gets

worse.
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Figure 7. Effect of fireworks set size on fitness value.

Figure 7 shows the dependence between fireworks set size

and fitness function value on DS1. As the fireworks set gets

bigger, the probability of finding the new better solutions

also increases. However, after some certain value, depending

on the data set, the increase may not continue. The same

applies to this Figure. We can conclude that the fireworks

set size for this data set can be chosen nearly 50, because

increasing further increases the time complexity also.

V. CONCLUSION

In this paper we presented a new hybrid solution that

improves clustering quality, detects outlier data points and

eliminates Empty Clustering problem significantly. Our

model has a runtime disadvantage with respect to original

k-means, which is linear. To test our model we used two

data sets, one of which is very crowded and difficult to

cluster when k >> 1. We compared our model with original

k-means and several other improved clustering solutions.

The experiments show that it outperforms other models and

shows significant clustering quality gain.
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